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?5/ ه<; (/ره/= د>"; ه� (9ا83 673 45  0123&  -/ص -,د* دار* (& د او'& %$#"� : ! �زاد
 C3�وف  ا>A 5/ ا= (&؟ 

D$E/><9ت/ در: ا>E ;د*ن,% HI"J3 =/دم ه�ه/ 3�9*، و در ! ! M)�>"3 /ه �ل; .  ! /O />! 673
(/%D%/) 95/!  ،&I، اY& ا61Xح ا3�وز= ر* %& (/ر %V�AST ،U5 93رن"�P$Q3 R5 دن$/ %,د* %/!&، %& 

*�$Z% ار�[ د,- =/' &% M$\ &>5& و ه/$% A$23ا &) ;]�! .*ت/ز* ر M$\ 45 &^5د ا />! R$2$% ;3 
(& از ه92 ?93*، اY� \& ه<, -,= و %,= ه8592 %/رز ا>A، از ا5�ان ?93*، از E�ب ?93*، از 

?>$/= 3$/ن&، از \$R ?93*، از '/ه/= HI"J3 ?93* %/ز د ا25^&، %& نQ, -/ص -,دش %/ ذوق 3�دم 
*9! d$)�ا5. ت�$T د ?را85 و ،R$2$% ;3 ا -,ردنef د ،R$2$% ;3 س/Vو !</ ا= ر* د ل A258 و ز

R$2$% ;3 ;0$<,3 د ،R$2$% ;3 M$\ &>د ه ،R$2$% ;3 ر* 3; . ز5,ر /V5و ز h59% ر/$S% d$)�ه<; ت
D%/) د R$2$% . ،;673 ت,ران R$ن<$"/ن &"iY ،;ان�ا5 R$ن<$"/ن &"iY ،=92ه R$ن<$"/ن &"iY />! *�5ز ا/%

 %& و',د ?ورد*، ا= ت�($lI% d& ا= (/63 اjk/ن; ا>A و %/ هU ت�($M$\ 45 ،*9! dه/= ت/ز* را
ه/ \$Mه/ د I T,= هU 3/نY9; ن$Y *M$\ 45 &) AS�k"& د T/ل,= دZ5$8 3/ن9* %/!&، از ت^/رب 

*95�k? =ه/= ت/ز* اM$\ د* (9*، %/ز/i"<8 اI)  . ;3 A<,T *6) و Rm\ ، R$V% />! &5ز�ل; (/O 673
/ل ا>lI% ،A&، (/63 اjk/ن; !9*،  لV/س 3�دم ><A !< ه2�T,!&، ا=، ا5�iY *"& ن<; ت/ن$R (& ا=

U$2$% ;3 *�53/ ا  . D73 =/ه R$3ز�ر دور، از >/$S% =/95 ا= (6* د و]"8 ?93* %/!& از '/ه/!
رو>$& (& m$3 A<,T,!$9ن]/- &% 9� <�S% =/3$/ر ز5/د !959 و \pQ3 82m,ل "#3�o اjk/نS"/ن 

A<ا ;k/% U#5�%ا &) A<673 %/ و',د از=. و ?>$/= 3$/ن& اYا �د (& ا= %& ,V$3 Uه Al<45 وا 
(<� %92 -,د T ;3,!$9 د '/ن8 و او وا>Al هU ن80 (/ر= و نZ/ر (/ر= و رنq (/ر= V$3,د 5/ 

 *M$\ ن; (& \ /ر ;l$ن/l$3 ا15,ر d$)�ت Rl$ل ،d$)�د، ا= 3$#9 (/63 45 ت�3; ( &"S% د -,د
 دا-D 45 ذهA$2 و r�اAk و *6 د%lI& ا= (/3.  د T/ل,= هU %/ن;، M$\ 45 ت/ز* %& و',د %$/5&

ذوق، ا= اk"$9*، ',ش -,رد*، ]$/م !9* و h59% M$\ 45 دM$\ 45 ،&Z5 ت/ز* دZ5& %,',د 3; ا5& 
(& او ر* 3/ (/63 دE,ا (�د* 3$",ان$U (& ا25& ه<; ه2� اjk/ن; k /5�هq2 اjk/ن; r /5�اAk اjk/ن; 

A<ا .  
نS"/ن، 673 از لQ/ظ ا]"p/د=، ا= \$Mه/ %S$/ر !</ \; lk� R$2) ;3 (& د ?925* اjk/: ! �زاد

 /% &Z2ه�k 92\ ،R$"iY دت/ن,- &) ;>S[ ,>ه ،R"Sه h59% ر/$S% &) =از �]/J% ،/$زار دار* د دن/%
 ا>"i/د* !,* از= (&هU تR2) ;3 t$iI، ا5/ ا= 3$"/ن& %�= ?925* اjk/نS"/ن، 45 [�ح ا]"p/د= %/!& 

 r�A$k؟
D$E/><ن& ا= : ا/"JV!,- .. ;2$#ن d0E Aل/O در &Z5م دM$93رن &) U5ار دار�ا= ] &IO�3 3/ در

A<ا!"&، و در . اeY �< ا5#& از,Eه/ را در -,د، د q2ه�k دن ت</م�) DO دن و�ج (M3 2; اوC5
 Uه/ ه/' R5�=، در %9و= ت�3",'& !9* (& در ت^/رب %# A5�#% &) U$2) ;3 ;Y9ا= زن &IO�3

و ن$/ز923 ا>A، از لQ/ظ ت<D$7 زV5/5; و r�اAk و M$\ ،A5,2C3ه/5; و',د دار* (& %#�A5 %& ا
د ا= 3�IO& 3/ !�وع %& . !/M$\ 95= ر* او دا!"& %/!& (& T$8 رk"& ت�R5 '/ه/= ن9ا!"& %/!&
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3 6Ck ات -,د�%/J3 و 45 93ن$"; %& 3/ 673 د *,! d$)�ت Uه/، %/ ه�ه2 R5�ا%"9ا5; ت /% ،U$2$% ;
 =�#% R5,ا5; ن�Yد�دور* 45 ن,ع - A$د 5/ 93ن�< q2' 9 ازC% A$و',د %$/5& (& ا= ر* 3/ 93ن
iY"& 3; ت,ان$#% &) U� 60E ،&#$3 &',"3ن$"JT 8"& ت� 3; !&، از 93رن$Mم -/م و >Q1; (& ه<& 

R$!/3 3; (9 در DO *M$\*�$3 �ات�k �#% ر .  ، ازو/$S% ن ارزش/Sان Akا�r و %& (/ر و ذوق و
زV5/ و در O/ل ر!9 ا>A، 673 3/ د ا= %& ا= -/[� از لQ/ظ ه2�= هS% U$/ر .  ز5/د eY ;3ار*
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k�85/3 ه/5; دا!"& %/!$U، در د>A دوز=، در لV/س، در ه� \$M (& ذوق دن$/= #$T�k"& را در 
ن}� %$Z�r /% ،*�اk"; (& -,د 3/ دارU5 او ر* ت�($U$2) d و \$Mه/S% ;5/زU5 و E�U$2) &z (& ن& 

ث� ه2�= %/!&، و ارزش ه2�= اش R$5/T ن$/S% &lI% &5$/ر k,ق الC/د* ارزش ا]"p/د= %/!&، و ت2 / ا
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اه�ام E<9* در 9f/% =,I Tار=، 3/ل9ار=، زراAE، >",ن \ /ر83 ه<; h5/2X د>"; ا>A (& ا= 
= -,د(i/5; اjk/نS"/ن& S$3/ز* و ا= ه2� اjk/نS"/ن& ت<D$7 3; (2& و ه<, -,د %,دY; ا!& M$\ /5ه/

&2) ;3 D$7>ه/ (9* ت &X�E &Z5از د �ه,5"#& % " .  
 

 
 
English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Are these arts and crafts specific for each region…or? 
 
Ismaeel: No, they are mostly concentrated in cities and in cities where different groups of 
people lived. For example, look at Kabul; if we use contemporary terminology, Kabul is 
probably the most post-modern place in the world, on the condition that security comes in 
and everything is in its place. In here, you see something new that comes from India, and 
the Indian flavor of it is fresh. Things come in from Iran, from Arab areas, from Central 
Asia, from China, from different places and then, in its own special way, it has taken a 
shape with people’s taste here. You can see this in clothing, in foods, in beautification 
and jewelry. You can see this diversity in everything; in music…You can see this 
beautiful and creative mixture in Kabul. Then you can’t call this Indian, you can’t call it 
Iranian, you can’t call it, for example, Torani, but this is totally Afghan. This mixture has 
created new things. This composition, this mixture, is not something that you picked and 
put together; this is a composition made of all the experiences, and it has created 
something new.  For example, look at Karzai [Afghan president)]. Now he wears a robe 
and a skin hat. You can’t say that this is only the art from the northern part, but it has 
become totally Afghan…and we see this. Probably in its own time, this hat has come 
from far away, from countries like Russia where people used to wear fur and skin 
because of the dreadful cold weather, and the robe is the joint product of Afghanistan and 
Central Asia. It is woven silk. If beside these, he would wear a coat and the coat also had 
embroidery and colors, or if he used a belt, this would have become a composition, but 
not a mechanical composition where you simply put four things together to create 
something new. But this has mixed and boiled into one mentality, taste and elegance and 
a creative thing. A new thing is born that we can totally claim to be Afghan art or Afghan 
culture or Afghan elegance.  



 
Shaharzad: Do you think that in future of Afghanistan, for example, economically these 
things will have a market in world? …Because they are very creative, as you said, they 
mix several cultures together. Can this be seen as an economic plan for future of 
Afghanistan? Can this capacity be used? 
 
Ismaeel: Fortunately we are in a period that modernism is setting back. I mean it has 
given up the claim of assimilating and dissolving all the cultures into itself. We live in a 
period that humanity has noticed that in human experience, even in most primitive 
societies, there are things that humanity needs. These places may have things that most 
advanced societies don’t have in terms of portraying beauty, elegance and spirituality. On 
this level, we are starting to reconstruct ourselves. For this reason, I am hoping that in 
Afghanistan the newest technologies (as we see in communications) will be combined 
with most primitive arts and a civilization will be created that we can call the post cold 
war civilization or the civilization of “new rationalization of humanity.” This means that 
humans pay attention, human logic becomes more mature and humans go beyond the 
raw, superficial period of modernity that solved everything by machine. This is very 
beautiful artistically too and it is growing. For example, we can see the effect on carpets. 
The compositions and designs that are woven in carpets now reflect a wide taste of 
humanity merged with the art that Afghans have themselves. Maybe in future we will 
have compositions, in embroidery, in dress that will reflect taste of advanced world, and 
we can combine it with our elegance and make and offer things that not only are art 
forms and have artistic value, but also will have economical value. I see this, art and craft 
as one of the elements to Afghanistan’s economic independence. It is one of the 
important bases beside gardening, live stock, and agriculture. Arts and crafts is the fourth 
column. These things will support self-sufficiency of Afghanistan and show 
Afghanistan’s art, and it can reflect the being or identity of Afghanistan better than other 
parts.   
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